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ABB drives to save £50,000 for plastic
recycling company
A plastic recycling company is set to save nearly £50,000 a year on energy
costs following the fitting of an ABB industrial drive to one of its plastic extruders.
Regain Polymers of Castleford, West Yorkshire, is one of the largest plastic recycling companies in the
UK, recycling around 50,000 tonnes a year. The company turns waste plastic materials such as
polypropylene, high density polyethylene and polystyrene into new pellets that are used to produce
products such as water pipes and wheelie bins.
The company’s production is based on seven extruder lines. As part of its programme to cut energy use
and carbon emissions, it had identified one of its extruder lines as a prime candidate for improvement.
This was based on a 400 kW DC motor and the company wanted to convert it to AC operation. As well as
the expected energy savings, the conversion to AC would eliminate the need to replace the DC brushes
every three months, saving £2,500 a year.
Regain Polymers asked ABB Drives Alliance member Quantum Controls to investigate the extruder for
possible conversion to AC. A data logger installed by Quantum established that the daytime electricity
costs for the DC motor were £424.
Quantum fitted a 400 kW ABB AC 4 pole squirrel cage motor and variable-speed drive, together with new
mains cable. Following installation of the AC motor and drive, energy costs dropped to £260 a day, a
saving of around £163 based on a 24 hour a day production. With 300 days total production a year, this
would give a total annual saving of £49,000. This would be an energy reduction of nearly 870,000 kWh
per year, as well as saving over 488 tonnes of CO2.
The AC motor runs at the same speed as the previous DC motor, with savings coming from the improved
torque ratio and efficiency of the AC drive and motor.
Ian Fenwick, Asset Care Manager for the plant, said: “Quantum estimated that we would get a 20 percent
energy saving from the project and we are getting above this figure with the AC motor and drive fitted,
so we are more than pleased with the project.”
ABB (ABBN: SIX Swiss Ex) is a pioneering technology leader in power grids, electrification products, industrial automation and robotics and motion, serving customers in utilities, industry and transport &
infrastructure globally. Continuing a history of innovation spanning more than 130 years, ABB today is
writing the future of industrial digitalization with two clear value propositions: bringing electricity
from any power plant to any plug and automating industries from natural resources to finished products. As title partner in ABB Formula E, the fully electric international FIA motorsport class, ABB is pushing the boundaries of e-mobility to contribute to a sustainable future. ABB operates in more than 100
countries with about 147,000 employees. www.abb.com
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Caption: Regain Polymers turns waste plastic into pellets for new products. Regain is set to save
£50,000 a year on energy costs following the fitting of an ABB industrial drive to one of its plastic
extruders.
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